Executive Director
Fire Disciplinary Actions
December 12, 2018

Hearings:

None

Goldman Hearings:

Mark A. Nara
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-53-F300, Mark A. Nara, Certificate Number 166499, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order that Mr. Nara’s firefighter certification be revoked.

Shawn E. Yaktin
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-57-F300, Shawn E. Yaktin, Certificate Number 155461, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order that Mr. Yaktin’s firefighter certification be revoked.

Robert J. Lunsford
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-135-F300, Robert J. Lunsford, Certificate Number 166125, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order that Mr. Lunsford’s firefighter certification be revoked.

Glenn D. Burel
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-137-BF300, Glenn D. Burel, Certificate Number 59805, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order that Mr. Burel’s fire certifications be revoked.

Consent Agreements:

Matthew P. Johnson, Fire Certificate Number 15459
Violation: Felony convictions
Sanction: Permanent Revocation of Level I Firefighter certificate to practice; and Permanent Revocation of Fire Safety Inspector certificate to practice.

Amanda M. Reardon, Fire Certificate Number 109039
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal.

Dustin M. Zimmer, Fire Certificate Number 135513
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and conditions for renewal.

Joshua D. Yoder, Fire Certificate Number 204189
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand and conditions for initial Level II firefighter certification.

Lee A. Brooks, Fire Certificate Number 75510
Violation: Felony convictions
Sanction: Two (2) year Suspension of volunteer firefighter certificate to practice, written reprimand and conditions for reinstatement.

Cody J. Erbaugh, Fire Certificate Number 165378
Violation: Professional Standard
Sanction: Written reprimand against Ohio volunteer firefighter certificate to practice.
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October 17, 2018

Hearings:

**Austin N. Perkins, Fire Case Number 2017-580-F100**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-580-F100, Austin N. Perkins, Certificate Number 168216, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Perkins was convicted of Aggravated Assault, a felony of the fourth degree, and that Mr. Perkins’ firefighter certification be permanently revoked.

**Goldman Hearings:**

**Dustin M. Cleveland, Fire Case Number 2016-626-F300**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-626-F300, Dustin M. Cleveland, Certificate Number 138645, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Cleveland’s firefighter certification.

**Jerome L. Germann, Fire Case Number 2016-636-F300**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-636-F300, Jerome L. Germann, Certificate Number 105218, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Germann’s firefighter certification.

**Walter R. Lane III, Fire Case Number 2016-94-BF100**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-94-BF100, Walter R. Lane III, Certificate Number 110164, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Lanes’s firefighter certification.

**Consent Agreements:**

**Glen R. Eisenhardt, Fire Certificate Number 86198**
Violation: Misdemeanors involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Permanent revocation of all fire certificates.

**Stephen C. Zadd, Fire Certificate Number 99096**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.

**Bryan M. Dudas, Fire Certificate Number 104421**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.

**Richard A. Hughes, Fire Certificate Number 5324**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.

**Brett F. Pethtel, Fire Certificate Number 128558**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.

**Andrew M. Barthikowski, Fire Certificate Number 133836**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.

**Jerry E. Kirkwood, Fire Certificate Number 98187**
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for renewal.
Hearings:

Joseph L. Campano, Fire Certificate Number 156690
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-168-BF100, Joseph Campano, Certificate Number 156690, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order suspending Mr. Campano’s firefighter certification for ninety (90) days with conditions for reinstatement.

Zachary D. Johnson, Fire Certificate Number 148058
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-355-F100, Zachary D. Johnson, Certificate Number 148058, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order suspending Mr. Johnson’s fire certification for 12 months with 11 months stayed with additional conditions for reinstatement.

Sean M. Miller Sr., Fire Certificate Number 154225
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-425-BF100, Sean M. Miller, Certificate Number 154225, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order revoking Mr. Miller’s firefighter certification.

Bryan S. Drees, Fire Applicant Identification Number 215211
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-710-F100, Bryan S. Drees, fire applicant ID number 215211, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order denying Mr. Drees’ firefighter application.

Goldman Hearings:

Michael A. Cipriano, Fire Certificate Number 112684
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-31-BF100, Michael A. Cipriano, Certificate Number 112684, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Cipriano’s firefighter certification.

Jason I. Lee, Fire Certificate Number 109130
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2018-27-F100, Jason I. Lee, Certificate Number 109130, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Lee’s firefighter certificate.

Brandon Q. Quinn, Fire Certificate Number 113834
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2018-34-BF100, Brandon Q. Quinn, Certificate Number 113834, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Quinn’s firefighter certification.

Derek V. Jones, Fire Certificate Number 132353
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2018-200-BF100, Derek V. Jones, Certificate Number 132353, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order permanently revoking Mr. Jones’ firefighter certification.

Consent Agreements:

Scott A. Bryan, Fire Certificate Number 90389
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand with additional conditions.

Ronetta L. Fosnaugh, Fire Certificate Number 94437
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand with additional conditions.
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Jakob O’Brien, Fire Certificate Number 139509  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Suspension of certification, $1,000 fine, and conditions for reinstatement.

Brandon S. Oliver, Fire Certificate Number 191043  
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand with additional conditions.

Wendell E. Mackie, Fire Certificate Number 111936  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for reinstatement.

Tyler S. McIntosh, Fire Certificate Number 169749  
Violation: Misdemeanor convictions involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand with additional conditions for reinstatement.

Eric E. Waltemire, Fire Certificate Number 048178  
Violation: Misdemeanor committed in the course of practice  
Sanction: Written reprimand with conditions for reinstatement.

William J. Crosser, Fire Certificate Number 6302  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for reinstatement.

Benjamin M. Witzke, Fire Certificate Number 152191  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for reinstatement.

Jeremy A. Hawkins, Fire Certificate Number 121576  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for reinstatement.

James D. March, Fire Certificate Number 112462  
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 fine, and additional conditions for reinstatement.
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**Hearings:**

*None*

**Goldman Hearings:**

**Travis J. Dick, Fire Case Number 2018-148-BF100**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2018-148-BF100, Travis J. Dick, Certificate Number 147679, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Dick has been convicted of two counts of Disseminating Matter Harmful to Juveniles and one count of Sexual Imposition, all being misdemeanors involving moral turpitude, and that Mr. Dick’s firefighter certificate be permanently revoked.

**Jonathan S. Monroe, Fire Case Number 2017-208-BF100**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-208-BF100, Jonathan S. Monroe, Certificate Number 161417, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Monroe has been convicted of felony counts of Gross Sexual Imposition, Compelling Prostitution, Sexual Battery, and Rape; and that Mr. Monroe’s firefighter certificate be permanently revoked.

**Consent Agreements:**

**Scott A. Bryan, Fire Certificate Number 90389**
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days, must successfully complete anger management course as determined by a licensed professional within nine (9) months, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

**Ronetta L. Fosnaugh, Fire Certificate Number 94437**
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.
Hearings:

None

Goldman Hearings:

Chad E. Casto, Fire Certificate Number 151593
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-631-F300, Chad E. Casto, Certificate Number 151593, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Casto failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Casto’s certification be revoked.

Gregory O. Conrad, Fire Certificate Number 164980
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2013-704-F100, Gregory O. Conrad, Certificate Number 164980, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Conrad failed to comply with the terms of a consent agreement as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Conrad’s certification be revoked.

Michael E. Bruss, Jr., Fire Certificate Number 145980
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-161-F300, Michael E. Bruss, Jr., Certificate Number 145980, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Bruss failed to comply with the terms of a consent agreement as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Bruss’s certification be revoked.

Tracey L. Johnson, Fire Certificate Number 133807
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-690-F300, Tracey L. Johnson, Certificate Number 133807, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Tracey L. Johnson failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Tracey L. Johnson’s certification be revoked.

Consent Agreements:

None
Hearings:

Thomas T. Hackworth, Fire Certificate Number 15833
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-421-F100, Thomas T. Hackworth, Certificate Number 15833, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order approving the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and the recommendation of the hearing examiner to revoke Mr. Hackworth’s firefighter certification.

Goldman Hearings:

Joseph R. Janson, Fire Certificate Number 166893
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2015-634-F100, Joseph R. Janson, Certificate Number 166893, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Janson failed to comply with the terms of a consent agreement as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Janson’s certification be revoked.

Timothy D. Durbin, Fire Certificate Number 75756
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2015-193-BF100, Timothy D. Durbin, certificate number 75756, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Durbin has been convicted of Abduction, a felony of the third degree, and that Mr. Durbin’s certification be permanently revoked.

Consent Agreements:

Brian A. Carter, Fire Certificate Number 161238
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days and again with renewal, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Michael R. Mehalic, Fire Certificate Number 168400
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days, must successfully complete anger management course as determined by a licensed professional within nine (9) months, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Christopher J. Kubicki, Fire Certificate Number 168342
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days and again with renewal, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

David C. Stockler, Fire Certificate Number 163752
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days, must successfully complete anger management course as determined by a licensed professional within nine (9) months, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.
Michael J. Mohnacky, Fire Certificate Number 91448
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Amy J. Hernandez, Fire Certificate Number 144914
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Brandon E. Chapman, Fire Certificate Number 131376
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Robert W. Conner, Fire Certificate Number 144164
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Brian T. Stellato, Fire Certificate Number 35428
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Shari I. Mullins, Fire Certificate Number 24711
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Cody R. Caron, Fire Certificate Number 129076
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.

Keith R. Nawman, Fire Certificate Number 7355
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.
Richard J. Layer, Fire Certificate Number 23386

Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all Fire related employers.
Hearings:

**Kevin A. Lambert, EMS Applicant Number 211277**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2017-217-F100, Kevin A. Lambert, Applicant, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order approving the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and the recommendation of the hearing examiner to issue a Volunteer Firefighter Certificate to Mr. Lambert. Mr. Lambert’s certificate shall be placed on probation for a period of two (2) years. Mr. Lambert shall submit a fitness for duty evaluation within one-hundred twenty (120) days, disclose all convictions to any fire service affiliations, and report any arrests within ten (10) days of the arrest to the Executive Director.

**David M. Kase, Fire Certificate Number 71639**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-392-BF100, David M. Kase, Certificate Number 71639, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order approving the findings of fact, conclusions of law, and the recommendation of the hearing examiner to suspend Mr. Kase’s firefighter certifications for six (6) months. Prior to reinstatement Mr. Kase shall complete a BCI criminal background check. Once reinstated, Mr. Kase shall be subject to a probationary period of three (3) years. While on probation Mr. Kase must disclose all convictions to any fire service employer and report any arrest to the Executive Director within ten days.

**Goldman Hearings:**

**Steven A. Hardy, Fire Certificate Number 151849**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-477-F300, Steven A. Hardy, Certificate Number 151849, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Hardy failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Hardy’s firefighter certificate be revoked.

**Joseph C. Hawes, Fire Certificate Number 150066**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-632-F300, Joseph C. Hawes, Certificate Number 150066, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Hawes failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Hawes’s firefighter certificate be revoked.

**Daniel M. Shroyer, Fire Certificate Number 20173**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-260-F300, Daniel M. Shroyer, Certificate Number 20173, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Shroyer failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Shroyer’s fire safety inspector certificate be revoked.

**John A. Slaven, Fire Certificate Number 136674**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-265-F300, John A. Slaven, Certificate Number 136674, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Slaven failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Slaven’s firefighter certificate be revoked.

**Daniel B. Stone, Fire Certificate Number 142233**
In the matter of Fire Case Number 2016-251-F300, Daniel B. Stone, Certificate Number 142233, the Executive Director issued an adjudication order finding that Mr. Stone failed to comply with continuing education requirements as indicated in the Notice of Opportunity for Hearing and that Mr. Stone’s firefighter certificate be revoked.
Consent Agreements:

**Darrell M. Dixon, Fire Certificate Number 165575**
Violation: Felony Conviction  
Sanction: Indefinitely suspended for a minimum of three (3) years, may re-apply after three (3) years, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Patrick H. Goldschmidt, Fire Certificate Number 134172**
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Three (3) year probation, written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days and again with renewal, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Shawn D. LaBelle, Fire Certificate Number 28528**
Violation: Misdemeanor conviction involving moral turpitude  
Sanction: Written reprimand, must submit Bureau of Criminal Identification & Investigation Civilian Background Check within 120 days, must successfully complete anger management course within nine (9) months, must notify Division of any violations within ten (10) days, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Kenneth W. West, Fire Certificate Number 61341**
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Amy L. Morningstar, Fire Certificate Number 117388**
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Darrell R. Long, Fire Certificate Number 12827**
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

**Jaqueline M. Roller, Fire Certificate Number 131569**
Violation: Audit issues  
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.
James M. Henson, Fire Certificate Number 122908
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

Eric S. Brown, Fire Certificate Number 89707
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

Michael Q. Malone, Fire Certificate Number 168044
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

Maxwell E. Linville, Fire Certificate Number 67178
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.

Matthew L. Rupp, Fire Certificate Number 129410
Violation: Audit issues
Sanction: Written reprimand, $250 disciplinary fine, must complete continuing education requirements, must provide documentation of continuing education with next renewal, and must disclose consent agreement to any and all fire related employers.